Both in terms of species number and total mass, the large majority of animals have external or internal skeletons, and thus articulated, passively stiff limbs with fixed joint locations. Not surprisingly, the large majority of work on control of limb movement has focused on such organisms. A fundamental difficulty in this field is that multiple paths can connect any starting and ending limb position, and thus control of these limbs has excess degrees of freedom [1, 2] . Despite this, the most direct path is generally chosen: for instance, a cup is typically not brought to the mouth along a complicated zigzag path. How these paths are chosen is not well understood.
A hypothesis with several attractive consequences is that paths are chosen to minimize motor command amplitude [1] [2] [3] . First, assuming that motor command noise scales with amplitude, this strategy minimizes end point error. Second, as more direct paths will generally require smaller and fewer motor commands, it explains why more direct paths are generally chosen. Third, it maximizes movement smoothness, a property present in real movements whose utility was previously unclear. A further reduction in computational difficulty may be achieved by movements being produced by combining motor primitives (analogous to how words are produced by phoneme combination) [1, 2, 4] .
A still unresolved issue is whether movements are represented in the central nervous system by external coordinates (location in three dimensional space, x, y, z) or intrinsic coordinates (joint angle, muscle force) [1] [2] [3] [5] [6] [7] . Two possible resolutions are that different tasks use different coordinate systems [8] or that, because of the need for the motor cortex to compensate for muscle filtering properties, motor cortex neurons will appear, depending on experimental design, to encode both intrinsic and extrinsic coordinate systems even if they actually use an intrinsic one (muscle force) [7, 9] .
In highly flexible limbs without fixed joints, such as octopus tentacles, elephant trunks, prehensile tails and tongues, the difficulty caused by excess degrees of freedom noted above is much greater. Relatively little is known on the cellular level about the neural control of movement in trunks, tongues and tails, but recent work by Hochner and his colleagues [10] [11] [12] [13] at Hebrew University has begun to shed light on how octopi control their tentacles. These workers first showed that, when octopi extend their tentacles, they do so by forming a distally propagating joint [10, 11] . Their more recent work [12, 13] -the latest reported in this issue of Current Biology [13] -has shown that octopi move food grasped by distal suckers to the mouth by forming a joint midway between the grasped food and the mouth and then bending the tentacle around this joint. This joint is formed by two waves of muscle activation, one propagating distally from the body and the other proximally from the point at which the food has been grasped, that stiffen the tentacle muscles on each side of the joint.
Quantitative measurements of joint angles and food positions during the movement suggest that octopi use a joint centered coordinate system to control these movements (although, if the controversy surrounding similar assertions in vertebrates is any guide [9, 14] , other interpretations may be possible). However, the most fundamental aspect of the data -that octopi form functional joints, with all the decrease in excess degree of freedom that this entails -seems unambiguous, and, as noted by the authors [13] , may be present because ''a kinematically constrained articulated limb.is the optimal solution for achieving precise point-to-point movements''.
These data immediately raise the question of whether the other highly flexible limbs noted above similarly form functional joints. Unfortunately, I have been unable to locate work that addresses this question. Casual observation of movies in which elephants bring food to their mouths or spray water on themselves shows to this observer no sign of joint formation; the trunk instead appears to bend smoothly all along its length. However, it is important to note a critical difference between these cases -an octopus can grasp food anywhere along a tentacle, whereas an elephant appears always to bring the end of its trunk to a desired final point. Given that elephants likely primarily use the specialized grasping apparatus at the end of the trunk to pick up objects, it may be that, in elephants, the most frequent task is not to bring any region along the trunk to desired end points, but to bring only the trunk's end to these points. If so, it may be that in this case strategies resulting in smoothly varying trunk curvature, as opposed to forming joints surrounded by stiffened 'limbs', are computationally cheapest.
It is interesting to compare these biological data with attempts to design 'elephant trunk' robotic manipulators [15] [16] [17] . First, the algorithms driving these robots do not appear to find movement trajectories based on defining joints connected by straight limbs, as occurs in octopi. However, it is not clear to me whether this difference arises from algorithmic design choices by the robotocists (given that they were working on designing flexible arms, it may not have occurred to them to design algorithms that would find movements based on making these arms functionally articulated). Second, it is possible to ensure asymptotic stability in these systems, provided that information about angle velocity along the flexible limb is available. In robots this is difficult to obtain for technical reasons, but in biological systems such feedback is readily available.
On a more general level, it is important to note that the use by an octopus of stiffened muscles on either side of a tentacle joint is an example of using muscles as structural, as opposed to motor, elements. Accustomed as we are to thinking of muscles as force and movement generators, the idea that they can also be structural elements may be initially unexpected. That is, yes, a muscle becomes stiff when shortened, but that does not mean that a contracted muscle, in isolation, can be used as a lever arm to transmit force applied transversely at one of its ends to the other end of the muscle. In organs composed of incompressible tissue, however, the need for the organ to maintain a constant volume means that muscle contraction can result in portions of the organ becoming stiff -forming a 'hydrostatic skeleton' -when proper combinations of muscles in it are simultaneously contracted [18, 19] . It is precisely this process that allows the stiffened portions of the tentacles on either side of the octopus joint arm to transmit forces generated at the joint to the animal's body and to the distal sucker grasping the food, and thus move the food to the mouth.
It is easy to demonstrate this same feat in humans by bending the tip of the tongue toward the roof of the mouth and keeping the part of the tongue immediately proximal to this bend rigid as well. This 'L' shaped set of 'limbs' can then be easily moved from side to side in the mouth, and considerable pressure exerted against the teeth, by rotating the entire apparatus right and left by contraction of still more proximal (back of the mouth) portions of the tongue.
Although not yet demonstrated, the structure and innervation of the intestines suggest that similar complicated limb-like movements could be present in them. Movement of material through the intestines is often thought to result simply from ring-like peristaltic contractions, but intestinal movements in vivo are actually very poorly described. Furthermore, the intestinal walls are composed of incompressible tissues, the intestines have muscle fibers oriented in all directions, and these muscles are innervated by an extensive and large (10-100 million neuron) enteric nervous system (interestingly, limb extension by an octopus is also induced by a peripheral neural network [11] ). It is thus possible that, as in octopus tentacles, more complicated motor patterns than simple peristalsis, in which stiffening of one portion of the intestine is used to provide something for other muscles in neighboring sections to act against, could also be present.
This use of muscles as structural elements is also suggested by work in the crustacean pyloric system, in which, although driven by rhythmically active neurons, many of the muscles produce contractions with large tonic components, the amplitude of which vary as a function of motor neuron cycle period [20] . The crustacean pylorus is not composed, as is a limb, of serially connected elements, but instead of ossicles (the crustacean equivalent of bones) connected to form a boxlike structure. The tonic muscle contractions may serve to stiffen the joints between certain of these ossicles, and thus again provide a more rigid structure for other muscles to act against. Similar considerations may also apply to mollusks and similar soft-bodied animals which, although not tubular in shape, are nonetheless composed of largely incompressible tissues, and whose body wall muscles run in all directions. Thus, in these organisms as well, a 'skeleton' against which muscles can act could be formed by co-contracting other sets of muscles.
With respect to this point, it is important to note that muscles predate the evolution of hard body parts. It is unclear whether these ancient ancestors had limbs, but given the morphological specializations present in Cnidaria, it would not be surprising if they did. Regardless, they certainly had body wall muscles, and were capable of fairly complicated movements (as are also modern day earthworms), as evidenced by fossilized burrows from this period. If the hypothesis put forward above that, in such soft-bodied animals muscles can serve as structural elements similar to how the octopus uses its tentacle muscles is correct, it is possible that the motor control strategies being elucidated by Hochner and his colleagues [10] [11] [12] [13] do not represent a late, derived, and specialized neural mechanism. Instead, flexibly creating different 'skeletons' of stiffened muscles against which other muscles can act may be the mother of all motor control strategies. 
Evolution: The Plastic Transcriptome
Studies across a wide range of species point to a surprising degree of plasticity in the transcriptional states that organisms can adopt, suggesting that organisms often respond to environmental challenges through wholesale reprogramming of their gene expression.
Greg Gibson
How plastic is the transcriptome? This is probably not a question that many of us have thought about much; yet it is fundamental to an understanding of how organisms adjust their physiology and behavior to cope with the diverse challenges posed by the environment. The literature on the topic is as yet quite slim, but one profound insight is beginning to emerge, namely that organisms can globally switch transcriptional states. Individuals in either state display considerably more divergent expression profiles than those seen across the geographic range of the species within a given state. I will briefly describe four examples of this phenomenon, before discussing the evolutionary and biomedical implications of transcriptional plasticity.
In this issue of Current Biology, Lagardier and colleagues [1] describe transcriptional differentiation between sedentary and migratory salmonid fish in Western Europe. The authors sampled livers of 90 juvenile brown trout from six localities and conducted microarray analysis on a set of 900 cDNAs. Their striking result (Figure 1 ) is that the overall transcriptional phenotypes cluster by life history strategy, despite the genotypic data from the same samples clearly discriminating the fish by locality. Fish destined to migrate out of their streams thus display a particular pattern of liver gene expression, which indicates that it is not just their behavior that has been preprogrammed, and this pattern is pretty much the same whether the fish stem from Mediterranean or Atlantic lineages, which diverged half a million years ago. By employing a novel application of a Mantel statistic, they further estimate that life history (45%) explains three times more of the transcriptional variation than genetic ancestry (15%). The remainder is ascribed to random differences among individuals, but by restricting their analysis to 268 of the genes they are able to generate a molecular signature that predicts whether a fish will be sedentary or migratory. This is, of course, not to say that transcriptional variation between individuals is not significant. A different perspective on the population structure of expression variation emerges from a microarray study of 192 metabolic genes in the brain, liver and heart of three populations of Fundulus fish [2] . After the fish were raised in a common laboratory environment, three quarters of the transcripts were found to differ in abundance between tissues, as might be expected given the varying metabolic requirements of the tissues, but only one third of these patterns were consistent across the three populations. Furthermore, half of the transcripts differed between individuals, implying that caution should be raised in assuming that measurements on a single laboratory strain are representative of the entire species.
Remarkable reprogramming of global gene expression has also been documented in relation to the behavioral occupations of adult honeybees [3] . A highly replicated experimental design was used to show that in the honeybee brain the abundance of 39% of 5,500 genes changes with the transition from working inside the hive to foraging outside. This plasticity was shown to be independent of the aging process, and as with the trout, a molecular signature derived from an informative subset of the genes correctly predicts behavior in 95% of their sample of 60 individuals. More recently, the same group [4] has shown that the transitional occupations -such as comb-building, guarding and undertaking -are by contrast associated only with very modest transcriptional changes. This suggests that dramatic short-term behavioral differences
